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Foreword

The economic activities of forest communities and small forest producers are critical for local livelihoods, markets and development and for the future of the natural resources on which such activities are based. Communities and small forest producers control an increasing proportion of the world’s forests, and their roles in reducing poverty, improving food security in rural areas and restoring and enhancing the sustainability of resource use are beginning to be recognized. Self-organization into forest producer organizations (FPOs) is emerging as an important means by which small and marginalized forest producers can improve their access to, and use of, investments, technology, inputs and markets. FPOs are also helping strengthen the capacity of forest producers to articulate their needs and interests, negotiate for improved policies, encourage stable domestic markets, and link with international processes such as Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade and REDD+.

Despite their importance and potential, however, FPOs face significant bureaucratic and other hurdles that, in many countries, are inhibiting their development. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the Forest and Farm Facility (FFF), Tropenbos International and the International Family Forestry Alliance (IFFA) are working to strengthen FPOs, including by supporting governments in improving policies, incentives, governance and legal and regulatory frameworks. Of particular interest is increasing the capacity of FPOs to organize themselves, facilitate better access to markets, knowledge and finance, and participate meaningfully in policy development.

Governments at all levels have key roles to play in the development of effective FPOs. This paper explores the scope, strategies and impacts of public measures that could be deployed to improve the institutional enabling environment for FPOs. It responds to recommendations by FAO regional forestry commissions and the FAO Committee on Forestry to increase the capacity of governments to meet the multiple challenges in forestry, and also to FAO’s new strategic framework, which mandates FAO to improve the enabling environment for the rural poor. This paper is also a direct response to recommendations contained in the summary statement of the International Conference on Forest Producer Organizations, which was held in Guilin, China, in November 2013.

This paper is a first step in a process to create enabling environments for FPOs worldwide. It focuses on what governments should and should not do to enable FPOs to form, thrive and create benefits for their members and the resources they manage. Further work is needed, including to increase understanding and knowledge sharing, build capacity, and stimulate dialogue, for example on the linkages between FPOs and major value-chains and on the explicit learnings and synergies that FPOs can find in the agricultural and other sectors.

Our hope is that this paper will stimulate discussions and reflections that ultimately will engage policymakers to effectively support FPOs and enable FPO leaders to reach out more systematically to policymakers as part of their advocacy efforts.
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Executive summary

Families, communities and indigenous peoples own or manage more than 30 percent of the world's forests. They have a demonstrated capacity to manage their forests sustainably but have received little policy attention from national governments and international agencies.

A number of factors account for the long-term success of forest management by families, indigenous peoples and local communities. In all cases, however, forest producer organizations, or FPOs, have played central roles. FPOs are formal or informal associations of forest producers – women and men, smallholder families, indigenous peoples and local communities – who have strong relationships with forests and (often) farms in forested landscapes.

Encouraging the establishment and successful development of FPOs should be a priority for governments wishing to promote sustainable forest management and prosperous rural communities. This paper explores the factors that help build constructive relationships with government counterparts, and the policy and institutional conditions that encourage or hinder FPO development.

At least four fundamental conditions must be in place to enable sustainable forest management by communities, families and indigenous peoples: 1) secure tenure; 2) fair access to markets; 3) access to support services, especially extension; and 4) FPOs. FPOs can ensure – through lobbying, and by providing services directly to their members – that the first three conditions are in place and are maintained.

Governments should encourage the development of FPOs because (among other reasons) FPOs can: improve policymaking by proposing supportive policies; providing coherent assessments of policy impacts from the perspectives of families and community forest producers; make services available to forest producers at a lower cost and with more effectiveness than is often possible by government; help increase the efficiency of markets and boost government revenues by formalizing previously informal revenue streams; help resolve conflicts over competing land claims; and protect and monitor forests more closely than governments.

FPOs can be characterized in a variety of ways, including on the basis of their purposes; their geographic scope; the composition of their membership; and the source(s) of their revenue. They can also be described by their autonomy in relations with governmental and other agencies and the extent to which the FPO—government relationship is collaborative or adversarial. Relationships that are either highly dependent or adversarial have a negative or zero-sum payback for governments, but relationships that respect FPO autonomy are much more likely to produce positive results for both sides.

Among other attributes, an “ideal” FPO will have an inclusive membership base; enthusiastic encouragement from government agencies; a firm spirit of self-reliance; an ongoing commitment to building trust in its relationships with government agencies; the involvement of women, youth
and socially marginalized groups; and a direct but legally distinct relationship with related forest product industries.

Governments can facilitate the development and strengthening of FPOs in many ways.

For example they can: create a suitable legal and regulatory framework; develop policies that provide a framework for, and actively encourage, ongoing engagement and cooperation with FPOs; create laws and policies that seek to establish a balance between large industrial corporations and locally controlled forest organizations in the marketplace and in access to public incentive programmes and other resources; provide opportunities for FPOs to participate in policy development; develop and stimulate the provision of capacity-building services; reduce business barriers; encourage gender equality, the active involvement of youth in FPOs, and good governance; and recognize and raise public awareness of the important contributions of community and family forestry. Governments can further support FPOs by: working with FPOs to show early tangible results; ensuring that laws allow appropriate forms of legal status for FPOs; having a policy of engagement and a practice of dialogue with FPOs; ensuring “buy-in” at all levels of government and among staff; developing rural economies and improving livelihoods; and helping FPOs build their capacity.

**Recommendations**

National governments should:
- gather data to assess the potential role of FPOs and learn from the experience of other governments;
- establish a process to facilitate discussions among forest producers on the development of FPOs and to help mobilize support within government;
- conduct a participatory review of the status of the four fundamental enabling conditions – 1) secure tenure; 2) fair access to markets; 3) access to support services, especially extension; and 4) FPOs;
- hold village meetings to invite forest producers to voice concerns and describe the actions needed;
- convene summits to present the results of reviews and consultations, seek agreement on the analysis of gaps in policies and programmes, establish priorities, and identify partners; and
- take a long-term approach to strengthening the management of community and family forests and supporting the development of FPOs, for example by investing in forestry extension services.

International development organizations should:
- place more emphasis on linking project support with the encouragement of the first three fundamental enabling conditions, as well as the development and strengthening of FPOs and a commitment to ongoing dialogue and engagement between governments and emerging FPOs;
- support government in their efforts to better understand sector dynamics in tenure, governance and markets and in their selection and implementation of policy instruments that support FPOs;
• give high priority to capacity-building programmes that support FPOs and the implementation, by governments, of policies that encourage the sustainable management of community and family forestry in general and FPOs in particular;
• increase the sharing of FPO experiences within and between countries;
• create consultative platforms and fora, where needed, and strengthen the participation of FPOs in formal policy development fora; and
• support the development of monitoring and assessment systems that can be used by all stakeholders to track the extent to which the institutional environment is “enabling”, and how it is changing.

Further steps to develop the analysis in this paper could include:
• using more case studies to test and expand the generalizations proposed in this paper;
• improving the methodology for identifying effective government support policies; and
• comparing existing FPO-related forest laws between countries to further clarify the most effective conditions for FPO development.
1.1 Context and rationale

There is an urgent need for measures to encourage and support the sustainable use, management and conservation of forests worldwide. This urgency reflects threats to the capacity of forests to alleviate rural poverty and boost sustainable economic development through the production of wood and non-wood products while also providing critical environmental services, such as those involved in providing water, conserving biodiversity and sequestering carbon.

More than 30 percent of the world’s forests are in the hands of families, communities and indigenous peoples – what is often referred to as “locally controlled forestry”. Given the track record of deforestation and degradation in state-controlled forests, there are good arguments for increasing this percentage. In this report, the term “sustainable forest management” is used to describe policies and practices that simultaneously maintain healthy forests, deliver forest goods and environmental services, and improve rural livelihoods. In the case of community, family and indigenous peoples’ forests, sustainable management is achieved by tapping the demonstrated capacity of families and communities to manage their forests sustainably when they derive socioeconomic benefits from them.

In both developed and developing countries, the rights held by families and communities to forests have, for generations, provided an essential underpinning of rural economies. Rights-holding families and communities engage in a wide range of interwoven informal and formal economic activities.

1 According to Rights and Resources Initiative (2013), governments in the developing world recognized community ownership or long-term use rights to 31 percent of the developing world’s forests in 2012 – which equates to about 490 million hectares (FAO, 2014).
They produce an array of wood and non-wood forest products for subsistence use and local exchange and for sale in local, national and international markets. They protect and sustainably manage forests and, in so doing, provide the wider world with many environmental services. They operate through a vast network of micro, small, medium-sized and sometimes large enterprises, which engage in harvesting and other forest management activities and supply raw material to an immense variety of manufacturers of all sizes. In many rural economies, the forest enterprises of families and communities make up a large proportion of all enterprises and provide a large proportion of employment (Macqueen, 2008). In many cases, the forests owned by communities, families and indigenous peoples contain significant unused or underused resources: there is a huge opportunity, therefore, to improve local income generation and sustainable forest management.

Families and communities with forest ownership or other forms of forest tenure rights, and the development potential they represent, have generally received little attention from national governments and international agencies. One of the reasons for their relative neglect in government and development agency policies and programmes is the prevailing forest development paradigm that treats large-scale industrial forestry as the norm. This is the case despite limited evidence that this paradigm helps reduce poverty or leads to sustainable forest management (Mayers, 2006). Policymakers often ignore forests because of their relatively small contributions to national economies, but this problem is even worse for smallholders and community forests, which are individually so small and often so far from centres of political decision-making that they are “invisible” in this dominant paradigm. The subsistence and informal economic activities these forests support are not recognized as part of the formal economy, and even the formal forest activities of families and communities may be underrepresented in official statistics.

When viewed at the landscape level, policymakers perceive an impossible complexity. How could the management of the vast number of small forest parcels held by families, communities and other smallholders possibly be coordinated in a productive way? How could families and communities possibly have the capacity to develop effective organizations to support sustainable forest management and collectively market their goods?

A second problem is the widely held perception that it is good for forests to be unused because development and protection are fundamentally incompatible. Some people concerned about forest conservation may think it is good that forests are “unused”, but there is ample evidence to show that a lack of use does not ensure forest protection, especially where there is poverty (see, for example, Porter-Bolland et al., 2011).

Despite the lack of attention from policymakers, there are reasons for optimism. The dominant paradigm is being challenged – spectacularly. There is an increasing number of outstanding demonstrations of the ability of families and communities, both indigenous and non-indigenous, to put in place self-sustaining processes of sustainable forest management in ways that both improve

---

2 For example, promoting industrial timber concessions is part of the World Bank’s 2002 forest strategy.
incomes and increase forest cover and forest biodiversity (see, for example, Bray et al., 2003; Khare, 2003; Nepstad et al., 2006; Molnar et al., 2007; CEESP, 2008; Ojha et al., 2009; Ackzell, 2009; FAO, 2012; Macqueen, et al., 2014). For nearly 100 years, Nordic countries have been showing that efforts to protect and strengthen forest environmental services and improve livelihoods can be mutually reinforcing; more recently, Nepal and China have also provided substantial evidence (e.g. Ojha et al., 2009; Elson, 2012).

A number of enabling conditions help account for these examples of success in long-term processes of community and family forest development. In all cases, however, organizations of smallholder families and indigenous and non-indigenous communities – forest producer organizations, or FPOs – have played central roles. In this paper, the term FPO encompasses a wide range of organizations, associations and collectives of forest producers, including very small informal local groups, county, provincial and national associations, and international alliances. FPOs build the capacity of otherwise isolated and marginalized producers to achieve financial, food and energy security, increase their resilience and adaptability to climate change, sustainably manage their forestlands and farms, and boost their participation in policy processes. Encouraging the creation and strengthening of FPOs is therefore important not only for the socioeconomic benefits that can be gained by their members but also for advancing rural development and sustainable forest management objectives.

1.2 Objectives

This paper sets out to answer the following broad question:

How can governments and international agencies most usefully encourage the creation and development of effective FPOs?

Drawing on a range of sources and practical experience, with particular attention to the presentations, discussions and recommendations of the International Conference on Forest Producer Organizations, the paper contributes to a conceptual framework to assist countries in defining and implementing policies and tools to support effective FPOs. At the same time, the paper is designed to help focus the work of development assistance organizations such as FAO and Tropenbos International, partnerships like the FFF, and other agencies in supporting countries to pursue the sustainable management of community and family forests.

1.3 Methodology

This paper was born of a desire to better understand what governments can do to improve the enabling environment for FPOs. An initial paper was presented and discussed at a thematic session focusing on the enabling environment for FPOs during the International Conference on Forest
Producer Organizations held in Guilin, China, in November 2013. All relevant comments received during the conference were incorporated in a revised document, which was then reviewed by FAO, other sponsoring agencies and numerous external experts (as listed in the acknowledgements).

Concrete cases are referenced to provide evidence for the findings of this paper. The lack of a comprehensive literature review is an acknowledged limitation of the paper, which nonetheless incorporates the views and experiences of a wide range of stakeholders in the establishment, ongoing management and encouragement of FPOs worldwide.

1.4 Organization of this paper

This paper has eight sections. Section 2 looks at the role of governments in the sustainable management of community and family forests, and why governments should be interested in encouraging FPOs. Section 3 provides a conceptual framework for FPO development, including a typology of FPOs. Section 4 looks at enabling government policies for FPOs, including the factors that contribute to productive relationships between governments and FPOs. Section 5 details some of the strategic challenges faced by FPOs, Section 6 draws conclusions, Section 7 makes recommendations for national governments and international development organizations, and Section 8 sets out the steps that could be taken to further develop the analysis presented in this paper.
2.1 Governments and the sustainable management of community and family forests

Three international alliances seek to represent the forestry interests of communities, families and indigenous peoples at the international level: the Global Alliance for Community Forestry (GACF), the International Alliance for Indigenous and Tribal Peoples of Tropical Forests (IAITPTF), and the International Family Forestry Alliance (IFFA). These three alliances have collaborated closely in recent years and have learned that, on many issues, the interests of families and communities in forests are similar worldwide. In their efforts to give a global voice to these common interests, the three alliances have summarized what they see as the four fundamental enabling conditions for sustainable forest management by communities, families and indigenous peoples:

1. secure tenure;
2. fair market access;
3. good-quality support services for capacity development, especially extension; and
4. effective FPOs.

The three alliances believe that these four enabling conditions are fundamental to the process of sustainable development of family, community and indigenous peoples’ forests. Why these four, and only these four? One way to answer this question is through the following simple story. The story is told by a hypothetical villager, but it describes a real situation that is experienced by families and communities throughout the world.

“A government, aid agency or private company representative visits my village and tells us: ‘if you plant this new type of tree, it will change your lives’. My neighbours and I will want answers to four questions before investing our hopes, and also our work and money, in this miracle tree:...
• Will we own these trees when they are ready to harvest?
• Will we be able to sell them on reasonable terms?
• Will we have access to the information we need to plant them properly and protect them from insects and disease while they are growing?
• Do we have an association to represent us that will work to ensure there is and continues to be a good answer to the first three questions?"

Each question, and the corresponding enabling condition, reflects a fundamental risk that families and communities must consider before they embark on the simple process of planting a new kind of tree. These risks are even more strongly present in the complex process of maintaining and seeking to improve the sustainable management of their forests.

There are other, even more fundamental, enabling conditions. One is the key responsibility of governments to uphold the rule of law and protect their citizens from illegal mining, logging, deforestation and drug cultivation, and other illegal activities. Another is respect for the principle of free, prior and informed consent. Without these conditions, secure tenure, fair market access, good extension services and effective associations will mean little or nothing. Thus, the four fundamental enabling conditions listed above assume the pre-existence of an adequate level of governance.

The three alliances believe that another type of very important enabling condition – access to financing and credit – flows from the first four: if those are in place, financing will be much easier to obtain; without them, financing will be largely impossible to obtain and, in any case, will have limited value.

To argue that such a small set of essential enabling conditions for sustainable management applies to all parts of the world and for all the more than one billion people whose families and communities depend at least in part on forests is to greatly simplify a very diverse and complex reality. Yet this set of enabling conditions has been presented on numerous occasions in the past four years at various meetings of FPOs (such as the annual general meetings of national FPO federations), as well as at meetings of international processes such as the United Nations Forum on Forests, and it has consistently been received by participants as a useful summary of the fundamental requirements for the self-sustaining development of family, community and indigenous peoples’ forests. This paper uses this set of enabling conditions as the starting point of its discussion on the measures governments can take to facilitate the creation and development of FPOs.

7 Further discussion of these enabling conditions can be found in:
Secure tenure is fundamental to recognizing existing long-term relationships between families, indigenous peoples and other communities and their forests. Secure tenure is also essential as a means of motivating individuals and communities to invest their time and money in activities that will only provide a return at some point in the future, often the fairly distant future (trees take years to grow). Tenure rights may apply broadly to all products and uses of the forest, including the land on which the forest grows, or to a limited number of products and uses. Such rights may also be very secure, with strong enforcement by governments and the courts, or they may be weakly defended and subject to ongoing encroachment. In general, greater security of tenure and breadth of its application will increase the likelihood that forests will be managed sustainably.

Tenure issues may be relatively straightforward, as in cases where the main need is to streamline bureaucratic procedures for formalizing titles to land where existing ownership rights are generally accepted as legitimate and only lack formal registration. Tenure issues may also be very complex: in many forests, for example, there are overlapping systems of tenure – statutory systems, imposed by governments, and customary systems, which have been developed by the communities themselves, often over hundreds or even thousands of years, and which pre-date and often contradict statutory systems. Another common situation is one in which local communities may be granted rights to non-wood forest products, while rights to harvest the more-valuable wood resources are reserved for governments or large companies. The resolution of situations such as these requires great political skill on the part of both communities and governments.

Fair access to markets is essential: investing in improved forest production only makes sense if there is a reasonable prospect of selling the eventual production on acceptable terms. There are many obstacles to fair market access. One or two very large buyers of timber or other products may have significant control over the market for the raw materials small producers want to sell. A lack of competition may allow large buyer(s) to dictate prices and other terms of sale. Competitive markets may also be undermined in situations where buyers have access to supplies of raw materials from state-controlled forests, perhaps on very favourable terms.

A different kind of barrier is the onerous administrative requirements for obtaining permits for the legal sale of products, especially timber. In Mozambique, for example, the forest law insists that users have either a “simple licence” or a concession for commercial sales, but the administrative requirements for obtaining these licences are often beyond the financial or political capacities of communities. In Nepal, family forest owners must obtain three separate permits for the sale of timber from their land, each of which requires a lengthy administrative procedure as well as a financial cost.

§ Forestry has longer time horizons than farming; forest managers, therefore, often have to forgo short-term income while waiting for the first products of forestry to mature.
Access to support services, especially extension and other types of capacity building, is also crucial. If forest producer associations and enterprises lack access to good-quality information and training on forest management techniques, leadership and management, markets and regulators and the families and communities themselves will lack confidence that efforts to manage the forest and process and market the goods produced in it are using the best-available information, technologies and skills.

Finally, FPOs have an essential role to play by ensuring – through lobbying, and by providing services directly to their members – that the first three components are in place and are maintained. To play this role effectively, FPOs must be organized at a scale that allows them to mobilize the resources and the level of bargaining power needed to achieve the goals they were created to pursue while at the same time maintaining a meaningful degree of control by their members.

The three alliances consider the four enabling conditions to be a “package”. That is, all four are required, and if one is absent or lost, the other three will be much less effective in reducing risks and inspiring confidence in families and communities to pursue efforts to care for forests and improve livelihoods. The fourth enabling condition – the existence of effective FPOs – is qualitatively different from the first three, and indeed if this condition is met it can assist in putting in place the other three (as well as others). All four conditions are necessary to ensure the success of forest management by families, communities and indigenous peoples.

Governments at all levels can play key roles in putting in place incentives and institutions to create and maintain the four fundamental enabling conditions. Supportive government policies, laws and programmes, as well as functioning institutions, are essential for secure tenure, which is an absolute precondition of sustainable forest management. Tenure granted to families, indigenous peoples and local communities requires ongoing protection and, in many cases, expansion. Supportive government policies are almost always essential for fair market access and are usually essential to ensure adequate support services. FPOs with the strength and skills to effectively advocate on behalf of their members are needed to ensure that these necessary policies and services are put in place and then maintained and properly administered.

The role of the private sector in supporting the sustainable management of community and family forests is a complex matter that requires a separate discussion. The private sector has a diversity of players, including the forest families and communities themselves (who, as noted above, may constitute a large proportion of the private sector in certain areas). Many other enterprises may be important customers of, or the providers of services to, family and community producers, and their development may have important synergies with the sustainable development of family and community forests. Large industrial forest corporations often play strategic roles in helping advance, or, on the other hand, making more difficult, the sustainable development of family and community forests. These issues are clearly relevant to the role of government in supporting community and family forestry and need further analysis.
2.2 What is in it for governments?

Governments will want to encourage the development of FPOs if they consider that community and family forestry can contribute significantly to the country’s socioeconomic development and the accountability of government programmes. Governments may also understand that, in many places, local people and communities have deep relationships with their natural environments that cannot be replicated by external actors, be they public agencies or private contractors, and which are invaluable in the pursuit of sustainable forest management.

In the absence of such agreement and understanding, however, governments may overlook FPOs as an essential ally in the process of sustainably managing community and family forests. They could adopt the attitude that “we can lead this. We can design and implement an effective strategy without local input. In fact, involving families and communities in the process would just slow things down; maybe all they will contribute is criticism and it won't be helpful because they just don't understand the constraints under which we are working”.

The best response to this concern may be to address the following question: Where have successful processes of sustainable management of community and family forests been undertaken, and what have been the roles of FPOs in those situations? Many examples – such as in Guatemala, Mexico, Nepal and the Nordic countries – show not only effective forest management by families and communities but also the important roles being played by FPOs (e.g. Asen et al., 2012; Elson, 2012; Macqueen et al., 2014).

FPOs perform one function that governments simply cannot duplicate: they provide government with a more-or-less coherent assessment of policy needs and impacts from the diverse families and community forest producers directly affected by those policies (e.g. Asen et al., 2012; FAO and AgriCord, 2012). This “speaking with one voice” function can be very helpful to governments and can greatly improve policymaking and decision-making. FPOs can also make services available to forest producers at a lower cost and with more effectiveness and greater acceptance by forest owners than is often possible for government. FPO employees are usually not paid at equivalent rates to those employed by government agencies, they have a more detailed knowledge of the needs of forest producers, and they are more directly accountable to the recipients of their services. FPOs can also help organize markets, increasing their efficiency and, ultimately, boosting government revenues by formalizing previously informal revenue streams. FPOs and their members have the capacity to provide societies with a wide range of environmental services at a low cost, thereby helping governments achieve a policy goal that is increasingly important in many countries. Well-organized FPOs can help mediate and resolve conflicts over competing land-use claims and protect and monitor forest resources much more closely than governments.

Governments who commit to the sustainable development of community and family forests recognize these advantages of FPOs. As Vice Minister Yin Hong of China’s State Forestry Administration succinctly told the International Conference on Forest Producer Organizations in Guilin in November 2013, FPOs “leverage the role of government”.
This is not to say that autonomous, self-reliant FPOs will always be easy to work with. Based on a growing body of experience, however, the contention is that, over time, the benefits to government of vigorously engaging with FPOs on matters of policy, and seeking opportunities to collaborate with them in expanding the reach of essential support services and other benefits, will be much greater than the costs.
Typologies can help in identifying options and determining the focus of interventions in areas in which there is a high degree of diversity. This chapter describes FPOs and proposes a general typology for them.

3.1 FPOs

FFF definition

Forest-and-farm producers are women and men, smallholder families, indigenous peoples and local communities who have strong relationships with forests and farms in forested landscapes. Such producers grow, manage, harvest and process a wide range of natural-resource-based goods and services for subsistence use and for sale in local, national and international markets.

FPOs are formal or informal associations of such producers. They are created to secure clear benefits for their membership by, for example, helping their members share knowledge and experience; engage in policy advocacy; secure tenure and access rights to forest, land and other natural resources; gain access to finance; improve forest-and-farm management; expand markets; build enterprises; and increase income and well-being.

FPOs vary widely in size and institutional form and may focus on forests or combinations of forest- and farm-related activities. They may include indigenous peoples and local community organizations; tree-grower and agroforestry associations; forest owner associations; producer cooperatives and companies; and their umbrella groups and federations.

The decision to establish an FPO

FPOs are not an end in themselves. They are a tool put in place by forest producers to increase incomes and livelihood opportunities (and, often
just as importantly, to increase their security of income and reduce risks) while also promoting sustainable forest management¹. Their establishment and maintenance require considerable time and other resources; most forest producers know this, either from previous experience or by observing the experiences of other groups, and the decision to organize an FPO is not one they make lightly.

Decisions on forming FPOs are made in local contexts of past successes and failures of collective efforts – perhaps by forest producers and often in actions by farmers relating to agriculture – to achieve shared objectives. When producers consider this local history, they do so not only in terms of the success or failure of past efforts of associations in achieving particular goals, but also in light of maintaining or failing to maintain good governance within the associations and of reducing or increasing conflict within the producer group and with other groups, communities, the private sector and governments. To form an FPO, forest producers must really believe it is worth the effort and risks.

An effective FPO is one with the capacity to achieve results in a way that, at the very least, does not increase conflict in a community or between the community and other players. Because of the key role of governments in establishing the first three fundamental enabling conditions, and also other enabling conditions, achieving results almost always means developing good working relationships with governments.

Internal and external challenges faced by FPOs

Although the potential of FPOs to contribute to rural and natural resource development is significant, realizing this potential presents challenges. Some of these challenges are internal to the FPOs themselves, while others are external and linked to the economic, policy and institutional environment in which they operate. This paper focuses on the policy and institutional conditions that encourage or hinder FPO development, but some internal challenges are also explored because they may hinder constructive relationships with government counterparts.

FPOs usually struggle to establish solid technical, managerial and leadership capacity, especially in their early years. Maintaining member commitment, good internal governance and information-sharing and communication with members are ongoing challenges. These internal issues can translate into weakened political legitimacy and a decline in effectiveness. Also, certain groups, notably women, youth and socially marginalized groups, often remain excluded from the services and benefits provided by FPOs.

¹ The term “tool” is used to emphasize that FPO’s come into existence when forest producers decide to work together to pursue one or more very concrete goals. While FPO’s have a social value for their members and will contribute to the social development of society as a whole, their purpose for those who form them is to carry out certain specific tasks. Some of the organizations that fit within a broad definition of FPO are organic traditional decision making systems that may be centuries old; these systems are faced with the challenge of adding new elements to the traditional structures for new marketing and enterprise needs. “Tool” is an appropriate term for these new functions but not very appropriate for the traditional decision making systems.
Notwithstanding these internal challenges, FPOs have made remarkable contributions to rural development and sustainable resource management. If anything, the presence of such challenges emphasizes the huge potential that remains to be realized.

Some quasi-universal qualities of effective FPOs

FPOs vary in character in a number of ways that reflect national and local histories and cultures and the specific activities and products that are the focus of their work. These important differences co-exist with other qualities that appear to be relatively universal in determining the effectiveness of FPOs over time (emerging, for example, in reviews of successful collective action – see Macqueen et al., 2006). Such universal qualities include:

- membership-based;
- democratic functioning (e.g. one member, one vote, and regular opportunities for members to discuss, approve and change FPO policies and strategies);
- transparent financial reporting by FPO management to members;
- autonomous functioning in relation to governments and other agencies and institutions;
- a significant degree of self-reliance in financial needs for basic organizational functioning; and
- (for secondary- and tertiary-level FPOs) subsidiarity in the functions performed by FPOs – that is, they only perform functions that cannot be performed just as well by an FPO that is at a level closer to the producers.10

3.2 Types of FPOs

A four-dimension typology

There are many ways of describing FPOs. The typology offered below attempts to identify some of the more significant features that can be identified within the great variety that exists among FPOs in terms of purpose, scope, organizational structure, memberships and financing. The typology may help service providers and government authorities to better understand the implications of FPO diversity, to choose the focus of interventions more thoughtfully, and thus to help ensure a more effective mix of services and policy measures that respond to the specific needs of the different types of FPOs.

Dimension 1 – Basic purposes of FPOs

FPOs have three basic purposes, which are to:

1. speak for producers “with one voice”, especially in advocating with government officials for the four fundamental enabling conditions and other support policies;

---

10 For example, an FPO at the national level will probably do a better job than a provincial FPO at lobbying a national government, but not as good a job at lobbying a provincial government. It is unlikely that FPOs at either of these two levels will be able to directly assist with forest management or marketing work as effectively as a county- or village-level FPO.
2. provide services for their members, such as helping them improve forest management, 
expand markets by aggregating product, improving its quality, storing and transporting 
it and negotiating terms of sale with buyers, and gain increased access to forest education 
and training and other types of capacity building; and
3. engage in the value-added processing of forest products.

These three purposes are listed in order of organizational complexity, from the more simple 
to the more complex, but this does not imply a necessary or even likely chronology. There 
are many examples where FPOs begin with a service, such as in Sweden, where the first 
associations were formed to allow forest producers to negotiate with buyers.

Purpose 1 may involve focusing on one or more specific priorities at the beginning of an FPO, 
and it also has an open-ended quality: priorities may change over time and new challenges are 
likely to emerge for which lobbying may be just as important as it was early on in the FPO’s 
life. The services provided as part of Purpose 2 are usually made available to members on a 
not-for-profit basis. Purpose 3 is likely to have a profit-making objective (often part of a more 
or less formal “triple bottom line”) for involved enterprises.

Distinguishing three FPO purposes in this way also helps identify sources of revenue for FPOs: 
membership fees or levies; payments for service provision; and profits from value-added 
processing. In ideal circumstances, fully developed FPOs may hope to generate revenue with 
a roughly even split between these three streams.

The three purposes may overlap: lobbying and advocacy could be considered a “service”; 
negotiating with buyers for better prices and other terms of sale could be considered “lobbying”; 
and the distinction between marketing and processing may also be blurred. The usefulness of 
this division by purpose is that it responds to three questions that FPO members might ask:

- As a group of forest producers, what do we want to say to our government about improved 
policies that will better serve our needs and interests?
- What necessary services can we provide directly for ourselves through our FPO, at a 
higher quality and a lower cost than would likely be available from (or even possible for) 
alternative providers, whether government agencies or the private sector?
- Will the value of the forest products we sell significantly increase if we go beyond the 
marketing services we currently provide and engage in further processing of the product, 
and, if so, can we feasibly put in place and properly administer the additional specialized 
capacity that will be required?

The questions will be broadly the same whether they are posed by (for example) a producer 
of wood in a family forest in Norway, or by a producer of wild forest coffee or honey in a 
community forest in Ethiopia.

**Dimension 2 – Geographic scope and form**

Organizations at the village, township, county, provincial and national levels may be
composed of individuals, or they may be federations of local organizations (which comprise the memberships of those federations). This distinction is clear when the formation of the local organization precedes the formation of the federation. An FPO at the provincial or national level may also create local structures (sometimes called “chapters”), reflecting the principle of subsidiarity noted above and with the aim of increasing opportunities for the active involvement of members. Examples of this latter approach are the Association of Municipal and Private Forest Owners in the Czech Republic, known as SVOL, and the Ontario Woodlot Association in Canada (see also FAO and AgriCord, 2012; Herbel et al., 2012).

The geographic scope of an FPO will reflect its two basic functions:
- to take advantage of economies of scale in providing various services to its members (What size of area will allow a particular service to be provided most efficiently?); and
- to lobby for changes in government policy, services and budgets (What are the geographic boundaries of the level of government whose policy the forest producers would like to influence?).

One of the conditions for the success of an FPO is the extent to which individual forest producers continue to believe, over time, that the organization genuinely reflects their interests and is fully subject to their democratic control. The challenge of maintaining this spirit of ownership and sense of control can easily increase with the size of the organization. It increases even more dramatically as additional organizational layers are added, such as a provincial federation of local organizations and a national federation of provincial groups; such federations are inevitably more remote from individual producers or communities than are local organizations. Choices of leadership and action priorities will normally be made through a system of delegates representing individual members. A third-level organization, such as a national federation, in which delegates of delegates make the decisions, is even more remote.

There is a growing number of formal FPOs at the village level; for example, there are 18 000 community forest user groups in Nepal and 115 000 forest farmer cooperatives in China. Beyond the village level, FPOs normally adopt formal legal structures as cooperatives, unions, businesses or not-for-profit associations or corporations, as decided by members on the basis of which form best suits their needs, goals and capacities and the options available under the laws of their provinces or countries.

There is also a vast array of informal groups of various sizes and functions that may support individual family and collective production and marketing needs in critically important ways. Informal FPOs have various internal arrangements for roles and responsibilities and the sharing of benefits and costs. Larger, formally constituted organizations may greatly improve on the services provided by these informal groups, including by reducing vulnerability to market vagaries. That, at least, may be the argument, but the loss of informal groupings may increase vulnerability in other ways, such as by reducing support for production needs. It is important to know which local informal organizations are in place and to understand the arrangements that
have been developed to deal with local realities and needs and how these interact with formal organizations and external market and policy pressures. The contributions and limitations of small informal groups need to be carefully and respectfully considered by promoters of larger, higher-capacity organizations.

**Dimension 3 – Composition of membership**

The key question in this dimension is: Who is considered to share a common interest that an FPO might address? The FPO may be:

- inclusive (comprising all family or community forest holders);
- exclusive in various ways (e.g. by age, gender, size of forest holding or production activity); or
- part of a more broadly-based organization, such as a general farm organization or a body that includes industrial forest owners.

How uniform must a membership be to ensure that an FPO's goals are sufficiently narrow to be achievable; guarantee that fundamental concerns are not ignored in favour of more superficial general interests; and provide the best possible prospects of internal cohesion? What breadth of membership is necessary to ensure that all those directly affected by the work of an FPO have an opportunity to participate in its affairs and contribute their energy, skills and perspectives to increasing the FPO's effectiveness? What breadth of membership will exert the strongest political influence while maintaining the widest possible distribution of benefits, strengthening social cohesion and minimizing internal conflict?

In some contexts, these questions will have fairly obvious answers. In others, the choices will be agonizing and, in hindsight, decisions may be found to have been less than optimal. Regardless of such choices, it is essential that efforts always be made to fully involve women, youth and other marginalized groups; otherwise, FPOs risk perpetuating inequalities and injustices against such groups.

Family forest owners and community forest members are often farmers themselves, or, at the very least, they share the landscape with farmers. Many of the production, marketing and government policy challenges (such as those relating to land-use policies) faced by forest producers are broadly similar to those faced by farmers, so they will be natural allies in a wide range of circumstances. The feasibility of working in a single organization will depend on specific conditions: How similar is the socioeconomic status of most farmers and forest producers? How similar are the challenges faced by each group, and how amenable are they to being addressed by a single service provider?

There are outstanding examples of successful FPOs that are members of national federations of agricultural producers. In LRF (in Sweden), *Fédération des producteurs forestiers du Québec* (in Canada) and MTK (in Finland), for example, some services, such as legal and taxation advice, are provided in common to all farmer and forest producer groups that are...
part of the federation, but the requirements for some other services, such as market analysis and negotiation support, are sufficiently different to require separate services.

Because farmer organizations already exist in many of the countries where the organization of an FPO is being discussed, asking the farmer organization to expand its services to include and represent forest producers, or seeking its support for the organization of an FPO, are logical (but not automatically feasible or desirable) possibilities. While there are challenges in expanding farmer organizations to include forestry services, it may be easier to expand an organization (provided it is functioning efficiently) than to start a new one. Efforts to strengthen agricultural cooperatives and farmer organizations through the inclusion of forest producers may benefit those organizations. Among other advantages, it will provide them with a broader landscape perspective that recognizes the links between family farming and the multiple benefits that forests play in food security and diversifying livelihoods\(^\text{11}\). Forest producers should be encouraged to consider this option, and each case should be viewed on its merits.

**Dimension 4 – FPO revenues**

Experiences in various countries show that a critical dimension of an FPO’s success is establishing a secure source of revenue, especially for its core functions. The first source of revenue is its members through membership dues and fees for the services they receive. One important option is a mandatory payment from all producers who benefit from the actions of the organization. If an FPO is funded by voluntary contributions, even though all producers share the gains obtained through collective action, its resources will be limited and it will be destabilized more easily. National or provincial laws may establish automatic FPO membership for all forest producers, as has been the case until recently in Finland (for that country’s forest management associations), and is the case today in Québec and New Brunswick, Canada, for collective marketing structures.

**Common types of FPOs**

Forest producers share a need for certain basic enabling conditions and services, so it is unsurprising that some common types of FPOs can be discerned. Based on knowledge gleaned from the membership of the three alliances and on collections of case studies (such as Harrod, 2013) a tentative list includes the following:

- traditional territorial governance institutions of indigenous peoples and other customary communities;
- informal, village-level, forest management labour-sharing groups;
- formally constituted village-level cooperatives for improved forest management capacity or selling into local markets;
- county-level associations for selling into provincial and national markets and to provide forest management support services, such as forest extension;

\(^{11}\) See [www.fao.org/partnership/forest-farm-facility](http://www.fao.org/partnership/forest-farm-facility) for an example from Liberia (the Farmer Union Network).
• provincial or national federations of local-level FPOs that perform lobbying functions; and
• organizations with secure revenues through mandatory membership arrangements.

Given the large diversity of FPOs and their specific needs and functions, it seems useful to
develop an instrument to assess the extent to which a specific FPO functions in relation to its
“ideal type”. Such an assessment tool specific for FPOs can build on the numerous models and
experiences that already exist in other sectors (see, for example, Schrader, 2010; Krugmann,
This section examines the potential role of government policies and programmes in encouraging FPOs and explores the development of productive relationships between FPOs and governments.

“Public institutional measures” comprise the full range of possible government instruments, actions and structures that could facilitate the development and strengthening of producer organizations. They include laws, regulations and policies; institutional structures and capabilities; financial incentives; support for capacity development; the delegation of specific powers; participation in partnerships; a wide range of consultation and dialogue mechanisms; and the comprehensive ability to confer recognition and formal legitimacy on civil-society organizations. Specifically, governments can:

1. create a suitable legal and regulatory framework that includes security of tenure and appropriate taxation and trade regimes and provides appropriate options for the formal legal registration of FPOs, from which forest producers can select the organizational option that best suits their needs. All options should be accessible in terms of cost, time frames and administrative requirements;
2. develop formal policies that provide a framework for, and actively encourage, their ongoing engagement and cooperation with civil-society organizations in general and FPOs in particular, and clearly establish the government’s commitment to strengthening those organizations;
3. facilitate initial support directly to FPOs for the development of basic capacities in organizational functioning and management;
4. provide a wide range of financial incentives, tax breaks, access to credit and insurance, simplified or reduced bureaucratic
requirements, preferential government purchasing policies, and improved coordination between relevant government departments and agencies;
5. where there are strong monopolies (including public ones) that may put FPOs at a disadvantage (e.g. state forest wood allocations to large industrial corporations), create laws and policies that seek to establish and maintain balance between large industrial corporations and locally controlled forest organizations in the marketplace and in access to public incentive programmes and other resources. A key example is policies that ensure fair market access for FPOs and their members;
6. provide opportunities for FPOs to participate in policy development consultations on issues specific to community, family and indigenous peoples’ forestry and, together with other stakeholders, on issues of more general application to all types of forestry. Consultations may be ad hoc or formally structured, and periodic or ongoing;
7. develop and stimulate the provision of capacity-building services through their own agencies, FPOs themselves, private-sector service providers, or combinations and partnerships of these. Forest extension and a range of training support in business management are among the high-priority services;
8. reduce business barriers, including by improving rural infrastructure and health and education services;
9. encourage gender equality and the active involvement of youth in FPOs. Women and youth often remain excluded from membership rights and the services and benefits provided by FPOs;
10. encourage good governance, including through monitoring and evaluation, to safeguard against corruption; and
11. recognize and raise public awareness of the important economic, social and environmental contributions of community and family forestry.

4.1 Productive relationships between governments and FPOs

Much of the focus of an FPO’s work is on government policies that support the fundamental enabling conditions and a host of related policies and programmes, and productive relations with government are therefore essential for the success of an FPO. Three types of FPOs with respect to their relationship with government are proposed here, with two dimensions:

1. The relative degree of dependence and autonomy of the FPO in relation to governmental and other agencies. An FPO is best able to perform one of its most important functions – providing policy advice to governments from the perspective of those who the policy is intended to influence or support – if it is able to speak as their legitimate and authentic representative. An FPO will maintain active, democratic, member-based governance if its members believe that they are, in fact, in control of their organization. If, on the other hand, members develop the impression that although they are participating in meetings and investing valuable time in trying to help guide the affairs of the FPO, others from outside the organization are making the real decisions, then it will be difficult for the
FPO to maintain their active involvement. If the engagement of members declines, the quality of the policy advice the FPO is able to provide will also inevitably decline, as will its capacity to mobilize the energetic support of its members for the policy improvements it negotiates.

2. The extent to which the FPO—government relationship is collaborative or adversarial. The capacity for honest debate and constructive disagreement is an important asset in the development of good policies and programmes. For the creative potential of an FPO to be realized, differences must be discussed on a sound basis of trust. Because politics in most countries has a large adversarial component, and because the focus of FPO priorities usually has political implications, it is difficult to avoid a tendency for either or both the government and the FPO to see the other as a rival to be out-maneuvered rather than as a partner that has an indispensable contribution to make to a long-term relationship. Great discipline and patience are required by both government and FPO leaders and staff to never lose sight of the importance of maintaining long-term trust.

On the basis of these two dimensions, three main FPO types may be observed:

1. FPOs that are highly dependent on the guidance provided by outside agencies (government or private) and have a limited vision or programme beyond the specific incentives available when they were formed. Leadership may be timid or authoritarian and may have significant connections with formal political processes. Alternatively, FPOs may be the products of outgrower schemes that more or less explicitly restrict their independent activity.

2. FPOs that are somewhat dependent on governments or other agencies and have relationships that oscillate between good collaboration and unproductive conflict and criticism. The ability of such FPOs to provide constructive analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of government policies is limited.

3. FPOs that function as fully autonomous entities, share with government and other agencies a clear understanding of each party’s strengths and limitations, make indispensable contributions to public policy development on an ongoing basis, and have established, well-functioning partnerships with government and other agencies for improving services for forest producers in a number of areas. At the same time, such FPOs unequivocally represent the interests of their members and passionately express their concerns and grievances; they have learned how to disagree constructively with their partners. This type of FPO often exhibits a high level of financial autonomy.

Relationships that are either highly dependent or adversarial have a negative or zero-sum payback for governments. In the case of an FPO that is dependent on the government agencies it works with for its core financing or on government advisers for its policy proposals, the government will get back what it puts in, or maybe less. Where a relationship has been established that respects the autonomy of the FPO, the results for both sides are much more likely to be positive. The FPO has an interest in mobilizing the energy and enthusiasm of its membership and staff to
get the best possible outcomes for the support provided by government. A spirit can develop in which each party adds value to the contributions of the other.

### 4.2 An “ideal” FPO type

What might an FPO look like that combines the various desirable qualities and circumstances described above, including in its relationship with government? An “ideal” FPO will (not in order of importance):

- have an inclusive membership base that provides its members with marketing and forest management services;
- have received enthusiastic encouragement from government agencies in its formation period, in a process in which the government representatives were always careful to ensure that the producers were in control of decisions on whether to proceed, for what purposes and with what structure and rules of governance;
- have begun its existence with a firm spirit of self-reliance, looking first to its own resources and capabilities, both for building the organization and developing its plans for short-term action and long-term development (only when the resources available to it through its members were fully exhausted did it carefully explore assistance from government or other outside agencies);
- have obtained early results for its members (either financial or political);
- have established, early in the process, an ongoing commitment to building trust in its relationships with government agencies, based on respect for autonomy and clear boundaries;
- not have allowed outside assistance to become so great as to threaten its autonomy;
- from the first discussions about forming an FPO, paid particular attention to ensuring the involvement of women, youth and socially marginalized groups;
- have partnered with a government agency to provide expanded extension services to its members;
- have a direct but legally distinct relationship with the processing industry it helped establish (about two-thirds of its members will be shareholders in the processing cooperative); and
- have sought out, early in its development, other established or emerging FPOs to learn from their experiences, share its own, and explore possibilities for collaboration and mutual support – it will have played a leading role with other FPOs in establishing a provincial federation that performs a lobbying function in relation to government policies.
5. Strategic challenges in the development of FPOs

Forest producers face a number of practical challenges when they set out to organize a new FPO or seeks to maintain an existing one. These include the challenges of: maintaining trust and cohesion within the group; ensuring the active, ongoing involvement of a significant proportion of members in the FPO’s decision-making on issues of broad policy and governance; ensuring healthy relationships between the FPO leadership, members and staff; and building and maintaining trust and collaboration with various levels of government. All these challenges are ever-present in any given FPO and in constant flux as circumstances change and, in particular, as the membership, leadership and staff change (and also as the leadership and staff change in the government agencies with which the FPO works).

Other less-obvious challenges that an FPO may face include the following:

1. Those who decide to form FPOs will have to overcome the pessimism of at least some in their communities who argue that the situation is hopeless, that the government will never listen, and that the failure of similar efforts in the past will inevitably be repeated. The establishment of an FPO that conforms to the ideal type described in 4.2 above would require the surmounting of a host of potential roadblocks; if such an ideal was to be put to people as a “blueprint” for the development of an FPO, many – not just the pessimists – would greet it with disbelief. The challenge for leaders in such a process is to keep a broad, ideal vision in mind while building confidence in the new FPO with small and practically useful successes.

2. The active involvement of youth in an FPO sooner or later becomes a necessity if the organization is to survive. Young people have
a different perspective on the future than their elders, and this perspective is a potentially valuable resource for FPOs. It is easy enough to invite young people to take part in the activities of an FPO but universally difficult to ensure their participation. Innovative ways of encouraging such participation, such as by tapping the capacity of youth to master new communication technologies, can benefit the FPOs and the young people themselves.

3. As active producers in many contexts, and as a major group among the potential beneficiaries of an FPO’s work, women bring perspectives to FPOs on production issues and benefit-sharing that are essential for the optimal functioning of an FPO. The involvement of women is often constrained by a range of sociocultural, institutional and economic barriers, and overcoming these barriers continues to be a major challenge in many FPOs.

4. The ideal type also implies an organic, logical progression from local through to provincial and national organizations. Even in situations where this is clearly the most appropriate progression, it is nonetheless unlikely that all counties (or other local government unit) in a province or subnational state will have FPOs at a roughly similar stage of development. How can a federation promote and support local actions in areas where FPOs are less developed or non-existent, in ways that do not create dependencies?

5. How can the pursuit of broad goals (e.g. the four fundamental enabling conditions) most effectively create favourable conditions for promoting “project” activity (e.g. value-added processing enterprises)? How can successful local actions or specific projects (e.g. the establishment of a village- or county-level sawmill) help create a foundation for a stronger FPO and stronger efforts to pursue broad goals? A challenge is to avoid situations in which such success becomes a barrier to broader action because of the high demand for resources to maintain it or because of the temptation to believe, because of its success, that the local FPO does not share the needs and interests of less-developed neighbouring groups.

6. A challenge for governments and other outside agencies who want to support the development of FPOs is to ensure that the inevitable importance given to short-term results does not override – and indeed encourages – the push for more substantial long-term change. How do such agencies balance the risk of providing too much inducement (e.g. offering forest producers who form an FPO with privileged access to government incentives) with the risk of creating dependencies by failing to provide FPOs with sufficient encouragement to make their own decisions? How do governments ensure that their policies keep up with rapid changes in markets, communities and the environment?
In the process of developing and strengthening themselves, FPOs can benefit from various kinds of support from governments, and a range of measures is described above. The ways in which such measures are developed and made available to FPOs may be just as important as the measures themselves. While the broad challenges facing local people in managing their forests are similar worldwide, there is also huge diversity according to climate, terrain and socioeconomic and cultural circumstances. Such heterogeneity makes it difficult to generalize about the factors that will best support FPOs in all situations; nevertheless, some generally applicable points can be made.

Based on the interventions made during the International Conference on Forest Producer Organizations, important forms of support requiring significant commitments from government include the following:

- The single best way for a government to show its support is to work with an FPO to show early, tangible results towards the FPO's goals. Particular attention will be given to the first enabling condition – secure and long-term access and tenure to forests, land and trees for indigenous peoples, communities and family forest owners.
- A country’s laws must allow some form of legal status for organizations that small-scale forest-and-farm producers feel will serve their interests. The financial cost and technical requirements for accessing these laws should be within the means of groups with modest resources. This legal framework should allow the implementation of a payment mechanism aimed at forest producers who benefit from the actions of an FPO.
- Government agencies must have a policy of engagement and a practice of dialogue with
organizations such as those that forest producers are considering putting in place.

- It is essential that government forest services (from top to bottom) perceive FPOs as a necessary means for implementing national forest policies, developing rural economies and improving livelihoods. If this perception throughout a forest service, field staff can undermine good political intentions.
- Governments should help FPOs build their capacity, both initially and on an ongoing basis.

Enabling conditions work best when they are maintained over time and adapted to changing circumstances. Governments have a central role to play in supporting the establishment and development of FPOs, but there are some things they cannot do. Ultimately, forest producers are responsible for the healthy functioning of their organizations.
For national governments

- If sceptical about the claims made about the benefits of community and family forestry and of the importance of encouraging a central role for FPOs, gather reliable data and other evidence with which to assess such claims by engaging with representatives of forest-dependent families and communities and with governments of countries where FPOs are well established, such as China, the Nordic countries and Nepal.
- Establish a process to facilitate discussions among forest producers on the development of FPOs and to help mobilize support within government.
- Conduct a participatory review with existing FPOs of the status of the four fundamental enabling conditions – what is working and what needs strengthening. In many places, non-governmental organizations hold relevant information, which could be collected and organized to help generate specific actions to strengthen FPOs.
- If no FPOs have been formed, hold village meetings to invite forest producers to voice concerns and describe the actions needed. Farmer organizations and other civil-society organizations might be able to assist with such a process.
- Convene subnational or national summits to present the results of reviews and consultations, seek agreement on the analysis of gaps in policies and programmes, establish priorities, and identify partners (for example, farmer organizations may have a key role to play in this process).
- Take a long-term approach to strengthening the management of community and family forests and supporting the development of FPOs, for example by investing in forestry extension services.

7. Recommendations
For international development organizations

- Place increasing emphasis on linking project support with the:
  - encouragement of the first three fundamental enabling conditions (tenure, market access and support services), as well as the development and strengthening of FPOs locally and (inter)nationally; and
  - demonstration of a clear commitment to ongoing dialogue and engagement between governments and emerging FPOs to create opportunities for a strong, clear role for FPOs in policy development and implementation.
- Support government agencies in their efforts to better understand sector dynamics in tenure, governance and markets and in their selection and implementation of policy instruments that support FPOs.
- Give high priority to capacity-building programmes that support FPOs and the implementation, by governments, of policies that encourage the sustainable management of community and family forestry in general and FPOs in particular.
- Increase the means for sharing FPO experiences, challenges, successes and setbacks within and between countries. In this, give particular attention to encouraging exchanges between government agencies, producers and FPOs and to identifying and reporting on examples of good progress and best practices.
- Create consultative platforms and fora, where needed, and strengthen the participation of FPOs in formal policy development fora.
- Support the development of a monitoring and assessment system that can be used by all stakeholders to track the extent to which the institutional environment is “enabling”, and how it is changing. Possibly using a scorecard approach, such a monitoring and assessment system might include:
  - the extent of participation of FPOs in formal policy development fora and informal policy discussions (e.g. in the past year, how often have ministers of forestry and rural development requested meetings with the executive of the FPO? Have the ministers taken part in FPO meetings of the general membership?); and
  - a formal commitment by government, with a timetable for progress on tenure reform and improved market access.
The challenge is not one of finding examples of sustainable management of community and family forests in which FPOs are playing a central role, because these are increasingly common. The challenge lies in determining the extent to which progress is due to government support, and which elements of that support are most effective. Unambiguous relationships of cause and effect between government policy and specific results are difficult to establish, and the contribution of policies to a long-term process of sustainable development is even more difficult to assess.1

Next steps could include:
- using an expanded number of case studies to test and expand the generalizations proposed in this paper, particularly those in Section 3;
- improving the methodology for identifying effective government support policies, for example by adapting the methodology of Brusselaers, Doorneweert and Poppe (2012) to all continents;
- continuing to invest in funding initiatives that seek to promote the kind of government–FPO partnerships described herein – such as that represented by the FFF – and document lessons to refine the material presented here; and
- comparing existing FPO-related forest laws between countries to further clarify the most effective conditions for FPO development.

8. Further steps in developing the analysis presented in this paper

1 These methodological difficulties are described in Brusselaers et al. (2012) in their study of the relationship between successful farmers’ cooperatives in Europe and supportive government policies.
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